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‘They didn’t see the house until they were practically on top of it. A single building emerging from the dark. It didn’t look
welcoming. But the front door was open. The door was wide open.’ Irongrove Lodge – a building with history; the very
bricks and grounds imbued with the stories of those who have walked these corridors, lived in these rooms. These are
the tales of an extraordinary house, a place that straddles our world and whatever lies beyond; a place that some are
desperate to discover, and others to flee. At one time an asylum, at another a care home, sometimes simply a home. The
residents of Irongrove Lodge will learn that this house will change them, that the stories told here never go away. Of all
who enter, only some will leave. Multi-award-winning editor Jonathan Oliver has brought together five extraordinary
writers to open the doors, revealing ghosts both past and present in a collection as intriguing as it is terrifying. Along with
a linking narrative, this collection features five novellas by Nina Allan, Tade Thompson, K.J. Parker, Robert Shearman
and Sarah Lotz.
Budget report for 1929/31 deals also with the operations of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1928 and the estimates for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1929.
Reproduction of the original.

Established in 1895 as the first U.S. scholarly journal in its field, AJS remains a leading voice for analysis and research in
the social sciences, presenting work on the theory, methods, practice, and history of sociology. AJS also seeks the
application of perspectives from other social sciences and publishes papers by psychologists, anthropologists,
statisticians, economists, educators, historians, and political scientists.
“One of the very few good, ambitious and important novels to have been done by the writers of my generation.”
—Norman Mailer The lives of four Americans born between the world wars are intertwined to devastating effect in this
gripping novel from one of the twentieth century’s most acclaimed authors. Beautiful, sad Ellen Beniger; her younger
brother, Tom, a scholar unhappily moonlighting as a TV writer; the athletic amorist Guy Cinturon; and tough little Eddie
Bissle, ex-infantryman and Ellen’s secret lover, struggle to come to grips with the limits of their futures and the scars of
their pasts as they enter middle age. Will the physical, emotional, and spiritual violations they have endured remain with
them forever, or can they be healed? As The Violated builds to its stunning climax, the story of four lost souls reveals
heartbreaking truths about the dark side of post–World War II America.
This book records in diaries and reminiscences what happened during the end of the sixteenth century in the Pueblo country.
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